JigsawMobile Interactive Charts
Interactive Chart is a powerful charting component within JigsawMobile, which provides the
ability to explore chart data by changing the display mode or style of chart, or the amount of data
on view. Zoom and scroll functions can be used to examine in more detail, and relevant data for each
point in the chart can be displayed. All changes in appearance are applied immediately, since all processing
is done on the phone itself, without the need to retrieve data from the server. The chart functionality can be
further enhanced and customised with technical analysis indicators as required.

JigsawMobile Chart Features

Technical Analysis Indicators

❍ Intra-day and historical charts

❍ Moving Averages (SMA, DSMA)

❍ Adjustable periodicity - e.g. tick, daily, weekly, monthly

❍ Bollinger Bands (BBD) and Envelope (ENV)

❍ Pre-deﬁned intervals - e.g. 3 min, 5 min

❍ Ichimoku Kinko Hyo (IKH)

❍ Styles - candle, bar, line, volume data

❍ Fast and Slow Stochastics (FSTOC & SSTOC)

❍ Gradient colour scheme which can be customised

❍ Relative Strength Index (RSI)

Alternative Views for Charts and Technical Analysis
Charts can be combined with indicators on a single screen, or chart and indicator viewed separately.

DSMA and FSTOC

30min GBP/USD bar chart with BBD

daily USD/JPY  RSI indicator only

 chart area only

(full data set)

Zooming, Scrolling and Target Cursor Tools
Zoom and Scroll functions control the amount of visible data, allowing closer inspection of key points on the chart, or a view of the full data
set. In Target Cursor mode the vertical cursor can be moved across the data, and additional information for the selected point displayed.

15min GBP/JPY IKH chart with RSI
 scrolled

daily GBP/JPY chart with SMA & DSMA
 zoomed to focus on few points

daily USD/JPY envelope chart with FSTOC
 target cursor and point information
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